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Dallas-based Protective Packaging Corporation has provided long-term packaging
preservation for many of the top aircraft manufacturers including Boeing, and
defence contractors in the world, as well as for the electronics, communication, and
transportation industries. The company recently helped a major worldwide
helicopter operator servicing the oil and gas industry to store and preserve idled
helicopters through a unique and cost-efficient packaging solution. Steve E. Hanna,
Protective Packaging CEO, explains how they help helicopter operators and other
customers to protect and store their expensive equipment.
A veteran with a background in the

worldwide are idle or underemployed,

for example, says Mr. Hanna. “There are

international freight industry, Mr. Hanna

and expect this overcapacity to worsen

other flexible packaging solutions on the

founded Protective Packaging through

before it improves. Protective Packaging

market but as far as I know we’re the only

the acquisition of a division of a former

addresses this issue with a packaging

company to heat-seal the packaging: with

employer. He explains that the company

process that can completely control the

alternative sealing methods such as

manufactures and converts protective

environment around the aircraft. For a

Velcro or Ziploc there’s a risk of humidity

packaging for a variety of industries,

major worldwide helicopter operator,

seeping inside the helicopter.”

specialising in films that provide a barrier
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Mr. Hanna points out that their approach

against corrosion, mould, mildew, static

technicians travelled to Scotland in March

also works for storing and protecting

electricity (ESD), and other airborne

and completed the entire application

other sensitive and capital-intensive

qualities. “We have the ability to select

process in less than a day. The helicopter

equipment. In 2012, the company was

the right film for the customer’s needs.”

operator, serving offshore rigs in the

notably asked to protect Lockheed

Based in Dallas, the company is a natural

North Sea, needed to protect its idled

Martin’s new F35 Joint Strike Fighter as it

partner to the oil industry and its many

aircraft from corrosion, mould, mildew

was shipped from one location to the next

stakeholders. The oil industry is

and other environmental factors until

during the testing phase. Three different

experiencing a downturn, creating a huge

current market conditions change. They

layers of protective materials were heat

surplus of helicopters; a sharp turnaround

also needed access to rotate the blades

sealed, stitched, and shrunk to protect the

from two years ago when oil-and-gas

periodically during storage.

jet. Desiccants and VCI emitters were

companies were forced to share rides to

Their approach is not only more effective

added to remove absorb any additional

and from far-flung oil platforms. Industry

but also more cost efficient than

moisture and provide a chemical rust

analysts say a fifth of the 1900 helicopters

alternative solutions such as storing the

protective coating for the extra insurance

serving

helicopter in a climate controlled hangar,

a multi-million dollar machine requires.

the

oil-and-gas

industry

Packaging

The Protective Packaging process
guarantees no corrosion for a minimum of
five years.
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Protective Packaging Corporation
Website: www.protectivepackaging.net
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